New virtual tool for accurate evaluation of facial volume
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Introduction

The objective assessment of patients is fundamental both in the preoperative stage regarding planning and postoperative evolution for following up surgical results. Anthropometric measurements may be conventionally obtained through direct measurement, photography or radiography. Volumetric calculation of soft tissues may be obtained through computed tomography (CT) scanning, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and ultrasound (US). However, ionizing radiation present in CT, horizontal positioning as a requirement in MRI, non-portability in both, and the need for technical interpretation of US images are factors that make these methods unfeasible in a routine, repeated basis, besides their entailing costs.

The use of three-dimensional (3D) imaging in plastic surgery enables the acquisition of objective data and facilitates pre- and postoperative evaluation of malformations, trauma and tumor sequelae, and orthognathic surgeries. In addition, 3D imaging facilitates production of virtual planning guides and 3D printing¹-⁶, quantification of aesthetic postoperative results⁷-¹⁰, and simulation of volumetric changes¹¹-¹⁷.

Similarly to two-dimensional digital photography files (JPEG, TIFF, PNG), 3D imaging has its digital file format, among them STL (standard tessellation language), appropriate to printing, and OBJ that yields two-dimensional data, as well as texturing of objects. These file formats are mathematical representations of 3D surfaces from inanimate or alive objects, representing polygonal meshes, also named 3D digital meshes or 3D models, and are spatial graphic representations of objects. Such digital files are easily transferable permitting their dispatch for remote evaluation purposes.

Measurements from 3D images are obtained through data extrapolation using specialized software programs integrated into imaging capturing devices, named native or dedicated CAD (computer-aided design) file modelling and analysis software. By purchasing 3D imaging capturing devices, commonly
known as scanners, users may also acquire their native software programs that enable the extraction of metric information from coordinate data\textsuperscript{18-20}. Some of these native software programs enable the calculation of linear, angular, area and volume dimensions and allow comparative analyses. However, the high cost of such devices remains as a limiting factor to the large-scale use of this technology\textsuperscript{21-23}. Additionally, all metric-bound studies become inaccessible to the potential users unable to purchase these devices, preventing the exchange of experience, information and consolidation of methods.

Currently, 3D digital meshes are not exclusively provided by scanners, stereophotogrammetry through conventional photography enables the creation of 3D digital meshes with acceptable quantity of polygons for metric calculation, as well as precise data extraction. Furthermore, novel tools and scanners that allow 3D mesh capturing (Structure Sensor, Occipital Inc., San Francisco, CA, USA, Kinect, Microsoft, Redmond, WA, USA) are available on the market\textsuperscript{24}. With the evolution of the technology to capture and obtain 3D digital meshes, reduction in device cost is likely to occur or even alternative applications designed for smartphones. Nonetheless, not all companies will provide software for mathematical data extraction or 3D digital mesh measurement.

A free software program is currently available and is being used in medicine to evaluate data extracted from 3D digital meshes (Blender, Blender Foundation, Amsterdam, Netherlands)\textsuperscript{19,20,25,26} that allow users to capture 3D digital meshes and import their files, providing an array of digital file formats and sources. Although this software is accessible to physicians familiarized with digital technology and may reduce process costs, available information regarding its use to plan facial asymmetry reconstructive procedures remains limited.

Facial digitalization to produce 3D digital meshes creates an exact mathematical representation of real dimensions. Placement of a geometric solid in 3D virtual scene, a cube with known volume in this study, is believed to serve as parameter to accurately evaluate volume in specific regions of the face.

The aim of the present study is to describe a protocol using virtual tools to accurately measure specific facial volumes in cadavers using free software.

\section{Methods}

\textit{Specimens and procedures}

This study was evaluated and approved by the Research Ethics Committee, Universidade de São Paulo (research protocol number 001/15).

Eighteen hemifaces from 9 fresh cadavers (5 male, 4 female; age range: 18-78 years) from the Death Verification Service of São Paulo City at the University of São Paulo were included in this study. Specimens with beard or scars were excluded.

Every cadaver was placed on a dissection table in horizontal supine position with its face isolated by surgical field and was attributed a study number. Colored pins were applied to the following cephalometric landmarks: glabella, nasion, mentum, external ocular canthal ligament, and internal ocular canthal ligament. These landmarks were used to align 3D digital meshes. Through a 2-cm intraoral incision in the superior gingival sulcus (Caldwell-Luc procedure), a 4x3-cm dissection was performed in the pre-maxillary region and an empty 16-mL rectangular-shaped tissue
A tissue expander (Silimed, Rio de Janeiro, RJ, Brazil) was introduced into the middle-third of the face, positioning the catheter external valve through the labial commissure.

All 3D digital meshes were captured using a structured-light 3D scanner (Artec 3D MHT, Artec 3D, Luxembourg), at a 70-cm distance from the face, connected to a laptop (Precision M 4700, Dell, Round Rock, TX, USA) through USB cables. The scanner was moved from one side of the face in 180-degree angle surrounding mode up to the contralateral side. Subsequently, saline solution was progressively injected into a tissue expander through its remote valve at three different time points. A 3D digital mesh was captured after the conclusion of every saline solution injecting step totaling 4 digital meshes at 0, 3, 6 and 10 mL (Figures 1 to 4) obtained from every face side. The tissue expander was deflated and the procedure was repeated in the contralateral side of the cadaveric face.

Figure 1 – Left oblique view of 3D digital mesh from cadaveric face obtained using 3D surface scanner with skin texture adjustment after tissue expander was inserted into the left maxillary region. Colored pins and insufflation catheter through oral commissure are shown. Tissue expander volume: 0 mL.

Figure 2 – Left oblique view of 3D mesh from cadaveric face obtained using 3D surface scanner with skin texture adjustment after tissue expander was inserted into the left maxillary region. Colored pins and insufflation catheter through oral commissure are shown. Tissue expander volume: 3 mL.

Figure 3 – Left oblique view of 3D mesh from cadaveric face obtained using 3D surface scanner with skin texture adjustment after tissue expander was inserted into the left maxillary region. Colored pins and insufflation catheter through oral commissure are shown. Tissue expander volume: 6 mL.

Figure 4 – Left oblique view of 3D mesh from cadaveric face obtained using 3D surface scanner with skin texture adjustment after tissue expander was inserted into the left maxillary region. Colored pins and insufflation catheter through oral commissure are shown. Tissue expander volume: 10 mL.
All 3D digital images captured were reconstructed using software native to the scanning device (Artec Studio 9, Artec 3D). Resulting 3D digital meshes were saved as OBJ files in separate folders. These files were imported by 3D data software (Blender, V2.76, Blender Foundation) through a script (instruction set for function execution in a determined application) in Python programming language (Python Software Foundation, Wilmington, DE, USA) created at CTI Renato Archer (Information Technology Center in Campinas, SP, Brazil). (Figure 5)

Figure 5 - Blender print screen displaying a 3D facial digital mesh in green inside the 3D view scene window on the right and its import mesh script at the pink upper left window.

After importing files, a metric unit system was adjusted in scene at a 0.001-scale with Blender Misc and 3D printing add-ons activated. All 3D digital facial meshes with insufflated tissue expanders were aligned against a reference mesh created with an empty expander for every cadaveric face side evaluated, using cephalometric landmarks marked with pins as reference. Two virtual cubes with known volume (7x7x7 cm – total volume: 343 cm$^3$) were added to the 3D scene. Every cube was manually positioned to include the maxillary area with a cube symmetrically intersecting the contralateral side without expander. The exact space positioning of cubes was replicated in every one of the 3D meshes in different layers using Blender. By applying a Boolean modifier (method of combining or subtracting solid objects among each other to create a new shape), every cube was submitted to a command of difference in relation to its corresponding mesh creating a cut cube in its interface with the mesh. Volume of the external portion for every cut cube was calculated using 3D printing add-on (Figures 6 to 9). Every measurement was performed three times at different time points. The difference between an initial and final volume value for every virtual cube external section in relation to the mesh with an empty expander was calculated.

Figure 6 – Positioning of a virtual cube into the left facial side to be intersected and have its volume measured.

Figure 7 – Inferior view of a virtual cube intersecting a facial mesh.
Data analysis

Sample calculation analysis suggested that the correlations between observed volumetric measurements would present values greater than 0.80. For tests with power at 80% and significance level at 5%, nine samples would be required.

All data were tabulated using electronic spreadsheet software (Excel, Microsoft, Redmond, WA, USA). Data analysis was performed using statistical software (SPSS 17.0 for Windows). Quantitative variables were described by observing minimum and maximum values and calculating means, standard deviations and quartiles. Data from control tissue expander sides were compared using nonparametric Wilcoxon-Signed Rank classification test. As for the study of correlations, Pearson-product moment correlation coefficient was applied. Statistical significance level at P <0.05 was used to conduct this study.

Results

Mean volume difference between virtual cube external sections compared to the virtual cube external section of reference for every face side at every expansion time point was calculated. Volumetric measurement of the virtual cube external section related to the 3D facial mesh revealed variation between minimum and maximum values for every insufflation step of every face side. Reduction in volume means for virtual cube external sections was verified in relation to reference measurement (0-mL expansion). Standard deviation derived from minimum and maximum measurements with approximate values was found to yield reduction as well (Table 1).
A strong correlation was observed between all measurements (Table 2). Linear correlation plots were found to have a uniform positive linear increase for volume differences of virtual cube external sections related to the reference virtual cube external section in the 18 hemifaces studied (Figure 10 A-B). Measurements were simultaneously taken from the contralateral side without tissue expander. All face sides not expanded were found to have delta significantly lower across measured virtual cube external sections compared to virtual cube external sections of face sides with expander (P = 0.008) (Table 3). AVI was found to be -1 on the face side without expander and +1 on the side with expander in all cases. No AVI values equaling 0 were observed in this study.

Table 2 - Correlation between volumetric measurement differences from virtual cube external section of expanded 3D hemifaces compared to the virtual cube external section from 3D face side of reference (with empty tissue expander) vs. tissue expander stages*.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Side</th>
<th>Tissue Expander Volume</th>
<th>3 mL</th>
<th>6 mL</th>
<th>10 mL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Right</td>
<td>r</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>0.998</td>
<td>0.997</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>p &lt;</td>
<td>.001</td>
<td>.001</td>
<td>.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left</td>
<td>r</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>0.999</td>
<td>0.998</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>p &lt;</td>
<td>.001</td>
<td>.001</td>
<td>.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Data reported as Pearson Correlation Coefficient (r).
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Figure 10 – Linear correlation between expansion stages and reference volume, where horizontal axis corresponds to volume of virtual cube external section (cm$^3$), with a 00-mL volume in tissue expander, and vertical axis to volume of virtual cube external section (cm$^3$), correlated to volume in tissue expander with 03 mL (blue), 06 mL (red) and 10 mL (green) of saline solution. (A) Right side of the face. (B) Left side of the face.

Table 3 - Descriptive values for volumetric changes in volume difference from virtual cube external sections at every expansion stage compared to the external section volume of reference virtual cube*.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Side</th>
<th>Difference (mL)</th>
<th>Measured Side</th>
<th>Cube (cm$^3$) Means</th>
<th>(SD)</th>
<th>(Minimum, Maximum)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Right</td>
<td>0 vs. 3</td>
<td>Expanded</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>(0.8)</td>
<td>(2.3, 4.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Contralateral</td>
<td>-0.1</td>
<td>(0.4)</td>
<td>(-0.7, 0.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0 vs. 6</td>
<td>Expanded</td>
<td>8.4</td>
<td>(1.5)</td>
<td>(5.2, 10.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Contralateral</td>
<td>-0.2</td>
<td>(0.7)</td>
<td>(-1.3, 0.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0 vs. 10</td>
<td>Expanded</td>
<td>15.7</td>
<td>(2.1)</td>
<td>(1.1, 17.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Contralateral</td>
<td>-0.3</td>
<td>(0.8)</td>
<td>(-1.6, 1.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left</td>
<td>0 vs. 3</td>
<td>Expanded</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>(0.8)</td>
<td>(3.4, 6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Contralateral</td>
<td>-0.2</td>
<td>(0.2)</td>
<td>(-0.7, 0.03)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0 vs. 6</td>
<td>Expanded</td>
<td>9.2</td>
<td>(1.2)</td>
<td>(7.1, 11.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Contralateral</td>
<td>-0.5</td>
<td>(0.4)</td>
<td>(-1.3, 0.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0 vs. 10</td>
<td>Expanded</td>
<td>15.5</td>
<td>(2.2)</td>
<td>(12, 18.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Contralateral</td>
<td>-0.7</td>
<td>(0.5)</td>
<td>(-1.5, -0.1)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

N = 9 for all measurements. Data reported as standard deviation (SD) and (Minimum, Maximum) variation.

The cadaveric faces histogram analyses demonstrated linear distance variation (Figure 11).
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Discussion

Among anthropometric measurements, volume of an anatomic region is important to evaluate, plan and follow up plastic surgery patients. Some software programs provide histogram analyses to map any distance between two digital meshes after their alignment limited exclusively to a linear distance variation between every surface without quantifying the volume of this variation11,16,19,27-30. The volumetric protocol evaluation used in this study allowed volumetric measurements in 3D digital meshes to be performed in specific facial regions according to the decision taken by the surgeon. The difference between one 3D digital mesh to the other allowed volume calculation in a noninvasive, nonionizing manner.

An experimental model using cadavers was selected because specimens enabled tests with complex 3D digital meshes with a great number of polygons that underwent regional deformation whenever submitted to traction and stretching. Observed AVI variation (side with expander +1 and without expander -1) may not be present in studies with organic tissue and was attributed to tissue adaptive elastic capacity. However, this particularity may be observed in virtual experiments and should be taken into consideration in reconstructive surgical planning31. Prior studies conducted with human-form mannequins were found to be unable to provide these variations due to their simpler polygonal composition and static 3D architecture despite structural changes in their proximities32-34. Deformities in 3D meshes should be foreseen both at the site to be expanded and around its perimeter indicating tissue behavior under traction or pressure. These deformities have been studied and constitute a further step towards the use of predictive models, such as volume response in virtual simulation of orthognathic surgery31,35.

A total sample of 18 hemifaces yielded 72 total facial 3D digital meshes and 144 virtual cube external sections for analysis and were found to present an acceptable correlation between tissue expander volume and virtual cube external section volume during expansion (Table 2).

A portable structured-light 3D scanner that provides complex 3D digital mesh with no need for calibration36 was used to confirm the volumetric calculation protocol regardless of the 3D digital mesh source, enabling the use of other capturing forms, such as serial photographs (photogrammetry).

Digital mesh alignment was used with the initial mesh positioned without tissue expander (tissue expander volume at 0 mL). In a previous study conducted by the authors, the possibility of calculating in relation to a 2-mesh alignment cut was considered, but a totally virtual process or a free software program was not used to perform calculations37. In the present study, the use of virtual tools along all
the process was found to reduce interference by operators and lead to less interference in the results obtained.

Volume results from virtual cube external section observed during tissue expander expansion were found to present variation related to absolute infiltrated saline solution volume, overlapping at every time point, but a linear relation was maintained. Absolute volume absent in an asymmetric deformity may be an approximate quantifier, although it does not necessarily equal the volume of tissue required for correction because in the correction, for instance, fat graft absorption rate or even soft tissue elastic capacity in tight bone prosthesis adaptation modifies the quantity required for treatment. Measured AVI may have a role in asymmetry treatment programming because it objectively quantifies the correlation and may indicate an individualized absorption pattern with serial analysis as a parameter to correct subsequent surgical procedures.

The 3D technology used in this study has been formerly applied in a variety of medical fields, including plastic surgery. Many studies using different applications have reported precision and reproducibility. Nonetheless, the elevated cost associated to image capturing devices may limit clinical study and its application, making the dissemination of this tool to evaluate, plan and follow up surgeries more difficult. Consequently, data computed resources are linked to equipment purchase. In the present study, technology with low-cost tools was selected by the authors, such as open source software available on the internet, with the benefit of providing permanent worldwide cooperation with constant updates according to the needs of users.

Capturing 3D digital meshes has increasingly become popularized with the launch of less costly scanners and applications for mobile devices or free cloud-based services that allow 3D image capturing at no cost and quickly (Autodesk® ReCap 360™, Autodesk, San Rafael, CA, USA and Agisoft PhotoScan, Agisoft, Saint Petersburg, Russia). Therefore, maintaining the accessibility to anthropometric measurement processing remains as an important requirement. This accessibility is feasible with free software, a multiplatform used in the present study.

Clinical application may include facial asymmetry evaluation, correction and follow up in plastic surgery patients. Fat grafting may be quantified and planned at low cost and morbidity using AVI as predictive factor for the volume to be replaced or observed along follow-up evolution. Consequently, studies with MRI or CT, which are costly, present elevated morbidity (CT scanning uses ionizing radiation) may be complemented or replaced by virtual evaluation with 3D digital meshes during evaluation and follow-up stages.

The need for basic technological knowledge on 3D technology, its concepts and tools, as well as a computer with video card adequate to the speed to manipulate 3D images may be considered as limitations to this method. Availability of scanners to capture 3D digital meshes also restricts the use of this method, but the increasing offer of free applications and software programs to create 3D models, as well as the use of stereophotogrammetry from photographs, are promising and may enable this method to become even more accessible.

**Conclusions**

Facial volumetric evaluation in cadavers was found to be possible with virtual methods from 3D digital meshes by using a surface scanner in the present study. The method was proved to be efficient to calculate local volumetric variation at low cost due to free open source software. Further studies and training programs are required so that colleagues might be able to exchange information, develop...
indications and increase the availability of this method in reconstructive and plastic surgery.
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